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ESSENTIAL MAPS EXIST FROM BU TO coker J

MARK FESHBACH1

ABSTRACT.   We show that [BU, coker J] 5¿ 0 but that there are no infinite

loop maps from BU to coker J. The proofs involve the Segal conjecture.

It is known that [coker J, BU] = 0 [HS]. A conjecture dating from the early 70's

is that [BU, coker J] = 0 also. This conjecture is attributed by some people to

Sullivan. It seems quite reasonable since BU and coker J should have little to do

with each other. The purpose of this note is to show that despite this intuition,

[BU, coker J] ^ 0. Indeed it is uncountable. However, there are no infinite loop

maps from BU to coker J. So the conjecture is true on the level of infinite loop

maps. Both these statements follow from the Segal conjecture, in particular from

the compact Lie group version of the Segal conjecture proven by this author. We

give a proof which does not use the main theorem in [F], the compact Lie group

version; the full power of this generalization is not needed. Although this result is

interesting in its own right, what is particularly striking is how inaccessible such a

calculation seemed just a few years ago. The author wishes to thank lb Madsen for

bringing this conjecture to his attention and for his encouragement. Conversations

with S. Priddy were also helpful.

LEMMA 1.   [BU,<2o<5°] is torsion free. Hence [BU,Im J] is torsion free.

PROOF. The second statement follows from the first, since QoS° ~ Im J x

coker J [MM, p. 110].

We show that 7r°(BU) is detected on finite subgroups; the result follows by the

Segal conjecture. [BU, QoS°] = 7r,BU, the reduced stable cohomotopy in dimension

0 of BU. Since BU equals limBU(n), there is a Milnor short exact sequence

0 -» lim1 Tt~xBV(n) -» tt°BU -» lim7r°BU(n) -> 1.

7T~1BU(n) is compact for all n by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for finite

skeleta. Hence, flfBU «a limTr^BU(n). 7r°BU(n) is detected on finite subgroups of

U(n) by Corollary 2.14 [F]. Since the stable cohomotopy in dimension 0 of a finite

group is torsion free by the Segal conjecture for finite groups [C], it follows that

7T°BU is torsion free.

LEMMA 2.   [BU.ImJ] = 0. Hence [BU, coker J] = [B\J,Q0S0].
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PROOF. At various primes depending on fc, Im J is the fiber of 4'fe - 1: BSO —>

BSO [MM, p. 110]. Hence we have an exact sequence

[BU.SO] -» [BU.ImJ] -» [BU.BSO].

[BU.SO] is all 2-torsion since [BU,U] = lim[BU(n),<7] = 0 (lim1 = 0) and com-

plexification followed by realification is multiplication by 2. Hence the first map is

0.  For the second map note that [BU, Im J] = lim[Lfc,ImJ] where Lk is the fcth

skeleton of BU(2fc). Consider the following:

[BU.ImJ]     «     lim[Lfc,ImJ]

I I
[BU,BSO]     k     lim[Lfc,BSO]

I I
[BU, BU]      «      lim[Lfc, BU]

(The various lim1 terms are 0.)

First note that the image of [Lk, BU] in [Lk-i, BU] is torsion free by the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequence. Hence the image of [Lfc,Im J] in [Lfe_i,BU] must be

torsion free and hence 0, since [L^,Im J] is finite. Hence,

2 im( [Lk ,lmJ]^[Lk-i, BSO] ) = 0.

So 2im(lim[L,Im J] -» [BU,BSO]) = 0. But [BU,BSO] is torsion free, so the map

from lim[L,Im J] to [BU, BSO] is 0. Hence by exactness, [BU,Im J] = 0.

We now recall some facts relating to the Segal conjecture. First, the Segal conjec-

ture for finite groups G gives a natural isomorphism between 1(G), the completion

of the augmentation ideal of the Burnside ring of G with respect to itself, and

■Kg(BG), the 0th reduced stable cohomotopy of the classifying space of G. Corol-

lary 3.2 of [F] shows that 7r°BU(n) « Urn (/(E„ I Z/ak))s where the inverse limit

is over any sequence of integers Ofc s.t. Vkak\ak+i and for each m G N 3fc s.t. m\ak-

S denotes the stable elements. Hence

7r°(BU)^hjn(/(En?Z/afc))s.

n      fc

To show that this is nonzero we find an element X in the inverse limit which projects

to a nonzero element in /(E2 ¡ Z/2). This element is obtained by considering the

Burnside rings of the compact Lie groups U(n), denoted by A(U(n)), as defined by

torn Dieck [D]. Let N(n) = E„cU(l) be the normalizer of the maximal torus U(l)™

in U(n). Then the U(n) space U(n)/7V(n) represents an element in A(U(n)). Since

x(U(n)/iV(n)) = lwe have [\J(n)/N(n)] - 1, denoted by Xn, is an element in the

augmentation ideal 7(U(n)) and hence represents an element in J(U(n)) which we

also denote by Xn ■ Suppose H is a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G. Let

p(H,G):A(G) —y A(H) be the restriction map given by considering a G space to

be an H-space.
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LEMMA 3. The elements {Xn} represent an element in lim/(U(n)) and hence

in lim J(U(n)).  That is, p(\J(n - l),U(n))(X„) = Xn_i.

PROOF. This follows from the double coset theorem for the transfer [D]. Recall

that a transfer t: A(H) —y A(G) is defined by t[M] = [M x# G] where M is an

iî-space. The double coset theorem says that

p(K, G) o t(H, G) = Y, X*(Ml)t(H9 n K, K)p(H9 n K, H9)Cg

where the sum is over all orbit type manifold components {M} of the double coset

space K\G/H, considered as a Ä"-orbit space. x*{M) = x(M) - x(M - M).

Here g is any representative in G of M, H9 = gHg~x, and Cg is the conjugation

isomorphism A(H) —» A(H9). We apply this to the case where K = U(n — 1),H =

N(n) and G = U(n), as in the following diagram:

A(N(n))

It
A(V(n-l))     V     A(U(n))

Now i(l) = [G/H] = Xn +1. We wish to show that p(K, G)t(H, G)(l) = Xn_i +1.

By the double coset formula,

p(K, G)t(l) = £ x*{M)t(H° n K, K)p(H9 n K, H9)Cg(l)

= £ X*(M)t(H9 n K, K)(l) = £ X*(M)[K/H° n K].

Now [K/H9 n K] = 0 if Hg n K is not of finite index in its normalizer in K [D].

Using this we shall see that the sum reduces to one term. If a G U(l), then aln-i,

denoted q, is in the center of U(n — 1). We also note that each right coset gH of

U(n) contains an element with bottom row of the following kind. First all entries

are real and secondly they are nondecreasing from left to right. This follows since

elements of H act by permuting the columns of g and multiplying entire columns

by a complex number of norm one. We assume that g is of the form.

Assume ágH = gH, i.e. a G H9 n K. Suppose g £ U(n - 1). Then the

bottom row of g has more than one nonzero entry. It follows that each of these

nonzero entries lie in a column with more than one nonzero entry. Consider one

such column c, say with bottom entry r. Since ágH = gH, we have ägh = g for

some h G H. The effect of multiplication by a on c is to multiply the first (n - 1)

entries by a and leave the last entry r alone. The column remains in the same

position. Since elements of H act by permuting columns and multiplying whole

columns by a constant of norm one, the only way ägh = g is if h permutes the

columns with entry r in the bottom row. Hence a71' = 1. Thus only a finite number

of {â\a G U(l)} are in H9 f~l K. It follows that H9 n K is not of finite index in its

normalizer in U(n — 1). Hence unless g G U(n - 1), [K/H9 n K] = 0.

Thus the sum simplifies to [K/H n K]. The coefficient x*{M) = 1 since M is a

single orbit. It follows that p(Xn) = Xn-i, as claimed.

REMARK. The argument reducing the double coset formula in this specific case

to a single term also applies to the double coset formula for cohomology theories
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and underlies the proof of Theorem 4 of [F2], which in turn is used in [Sn] to

calculate the stable homotopy type of BU(n).

The system {Xn} in lim/(U(n)) gives rise by restriction to an element in

lim lim  J(£n;Z/fc).
1    fc

To show that this is nontrivial we need only show that

p(E2 ; Z/2,U(2))(X2) is not 0 in J(E2 ¡ Z/2). The advantage of looking at the

image in J(£2 I Z/2) is that the J-adic completion of 1(G) equals the p-adic com-

pletion if G is a p-group [L]. Hence it suffices to show that the image of X2 in

J(E2 ; Z/2) is nonzero.

We now calculate p(E2 ; Z/2, U(2))(X2). Recall that X2 = [U(2)/E2 I U(l)] - 1.
The calculation amounts to analyzing U(2)/E2 ; U(l) as a E2 I Z/2 space, i.e. to

understanding the double coset space E2 ¡ Z/2\U(2)/E2 I U(l).

It is easiest to think of the matrix representations of these groups. E2 I Z/2

consists of signed 2x2 permutation matrices (and is isomorphic to the dihedral

group of order 8). It sits inside of E2 I U(l) = N, the normalizer of the diagonal

maximal torus U(l) x U(l) in U(2). Since —I2 is in the center of U(2), —I2 is

contained in any isotropy subgroup. There are three subgroups of order 4 containing

-I2, namely (h = [f, {]) = H,(k= [¿ _°J, f"1 _°x]) = K and <[-* »J, [%} =
g) = G; D = E2 I Z/2 and G = (-/2) are the other two groups that can occur as

isotropy subgroups.

3-[D/G]-[D/H]-[D/K] + [D/C].Proposition 4. P(D,\J(2))[U(2)/N]
Hence, p(D,U(2))(X2) ¿ 0 in Î(D).

PROOF. Each right coset of N in U(2) has a representative with top row real

nonnegative and nonincreasing from left to right, since the elements of N act on

U(2) on the right by switching columns and multiplying whole columns by complex

numbers of norm 1.

Let u G U(2) be such a representative with top row ab, 1 > a > b > 0. A

calculation shows the orbit space D\\J/N has the structure of a triangle with rep-

resentatives of each double coset described as in the following diagram:

[. bi   ai1

[¿ .]

1 >a>(l/Vf)

U 0Ö]>   l>a>(l/V2)

O/ï/2") LÎ

a = (Us/2), a = eie, 0 < 6 < tt/2

(HV2)

d/V2")Ll   J]
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The interior of the triangle consists of orbits of type D/C.

The calculation consists of checking which right cosets uN are fixed by the

various subgroups H, G, and K. As pointed out earlier, since C is obtained in N

and is in the center of U(2), every right coset is fixed by G.

First we calculate the cosets fixed by H = ( [^ ¿] = h). A general element u of

U(2) with top row ab, 1 > a > b > 0, has the form [ ?   Qb ] for some n of norm 1.

0      1
-1    0

a        b

- bn    an

bn    an

-a     — b
= hu.

There are two cases to consider.

Case 1. a > b. Then any representative of huN with top row ab must be obtained

from hu by switching columns and multiplying each column by an appropriate

element of norm 1. Thus,

hu
an     — bn

— b     —a

a        b

— bfj    afj

If b t¿ 0 this is the unique representative of huN with top row ab. (If 6 = 0, then

I2 G uN.) So uN = huN iff —bn = —bfj and an = afj, i.e. n = fj or n = ±1. Since

[o-°i][-6a]   =   LS-«]>  b0th   iVa]   <""*   it-a]   rePreSent  the Same 0rbÍt'    ThÍS

describes the hypotenuse of the triangle.

If a = b, then there is a second representative in huN with top row ab. Namely,

do not switch the columns of hu, but multiply each column by a suitable element of

norm 1. This gives hu ~ [aa- JL]. This representative of huN equals u iff n = -fj,

i.e. iff n = ±*. As in the preceding case we need only consider the case n = i. This

gives rise to the vertex of the right angle.

In a similar manner one analyzes the cosets fixed by G and K.

One checks that the cosets fixed by K have the form (l/y/2)[_     ]N.   Let

[-1 °] = fc. Then k[_abn ¿] = [r¡° ¡J]- If o > & and MO the only representative

of kuN with top row ab is [ 6° _^ ]. But this is never equal to u. So the only

possibilities for cosets fixed by K are where a = b or b = 0. The latter corresponds

to the identity coset. If a = b, then

ku =
-a     -a

— an     an an

- a

an

a        a

- an   an
= u.

Since the double cosets of [_«ar;û;],[Q;_:J and [?¿][_:„QaJ[-%]=^[_1f¡1]

are the same we can assume n = el9 where 0 < 6 < n/2. Hence the orbits with

isotropy subgroup containing K are the vertical edge of the triangle and the opposite

vertex.

Finally suppose uN is fixed by [° ¿] = g. Then

gu
a        b

— bn    an

— bn   an

a        b

There are two cases as usual. First suppose a > b. Then gu ~ [a£   an] ~ [¡^ _.].

If 6 ^ 0, then n = — fj, i.e. n = +i. As usual, we can assume n = i. This gives
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the top edge of the triangle. If 6 = a, then in addition to the case [_"¿ °J we get

the opposite vertex [_?„„]. For gu ~ [V °"-]. If this equals it, then fj = n, so

n = ±1. As usual, we can assume n = 1.

The remaining double cosets correspond to orbits with isotropy subgroup C.

They have representatives [ _?       ] with a > b,n ^ ±1, ±i. Since the double cosets

containing [_abr¡ *n],[£,_*,,], and [6a_ _ba-] are equal we can assume n = eie where

0 < 6 < it/2. This gives rise to the interior of the triangle.

Hence the three vertices have isotropy subgroup D. The interior of the top edge

has isotropy subgroup G, the interior of the vertical edge has isotropy subgroup K

and the interior of the hypotenuse has isotropy subgroup H. The interior of the

triangle has isotropy subgroup G. The formula follows by noting that x* of a point

is 1, x# of an interior of a line segment is —1, and x# of an interior of a 2-simplex

is 1. (x*(M) = x{M) - x(M - M), where M is the closure of M in the double

coset space.)

This finishes the proof of the proposition. This also gives our main result.

THEOREM 5. [BU, coker J] /0. Indeed, there is an element X G [BU, coker J]

which restricts to the element in 7r°(.BE2 I Z/2) corresponding to 2 — [D/G] —

[D/H] - [D/K] + [D/C] in I(T,2lZ/2) under the Segal conjecture isomorphism (see

Proposition A). Since the image of [BU, coker J] in 7(E2 I E2) is a Z2-submodule,

[BU, coker J] is uncountable.

REMARK. Other calculations indicate that [BU, coker J] is a very complicated

object.   As pointed out above it is isomorphic to lim     (/(£„ I Z/k))s.   At odd
'      n,k

primes this is equivalent to lim G(U(n)) by the main theorem in [F]. Here G denotes

a double completion of A. At the prime 2 [BU, coker J] surjects onto limG(U(n))

but may not be equal to it.

The situation is vastly simplified if one only considers infinite loop maps from

BU to coker J.

THEOREM 6.   There are no infinite loop maps from BU to coker J.

PROOF. Segal has shown that every infinite loop map from BU factors through

BU(1)=CP°° [S]. The result follows by noting that tt°(BU(1)) « /(U(l)) = 0.
This can be obtained from [R or F].
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